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Introduction

Statistics Canada’s Annual Survey of Manufactures (ASM) collects financial and
commodities data from 35,000 Canadian manufacturers. ASM survey questionnaires are
sent and returned by mail. There are four types of questionnaires: the long form, the
short form, a special form for Quebec, and the head office form.

The ASM’s most significant feature is the use of personalized questionnaires. The long
questionnaires are personalized for each industry group and business. Personalization is
based on the North American Industry Code Standard (NAICS), which determines the
industry to which the business belongs. There are 23 personalized questionnaires based
on the NAICS.

Before personalization, several long questionnaires are sent to businesses in a given
industry. Each questionnaire contains a long list of commodities used by the industry.
However, only a small subset will be used for each business based on its needs.

ASM personalization began in 1993 in order to reduce the response burden for
respondents. This involved using a questionnaire personalized for each individual
business in the commodities input and output sections. The long questionnaire has two
parts: the financial section and the commodities section. Only the commodities section is
personalized. A commodity is in fact a line with several columns where various
information is collected. Historical data from the previous year are used to personalize
the section. There are also extra lines where respondents can add other commodities,
where applicable. About 18,000 personalized ASM questionnaires are sent.
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ASM Functionalities

The various ASM functionalities are:
• CATI applications: - financial section
                                    - commodities section (personalization)

• Quick Data Entry: Blaise application for rapid data entry.

• Automated transfer: Manipula script for data transfer from Quick Data Entry to
CATI applications.

• Batch editing: edits are performed in batches at the time of the automated
transfer. This gives the respondent a status for follow-up at a later time.

• Change of industry: this occurs when a respondent changes industries from one
year to the next.

We will review each functionality as we describe the interactions between the various
applications used by the ASM.
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CATI Applications 

CATI applications have two major sections: the financial section and the commodities
section. The financial section uses the regular Blaise cells.

Here is an example of a financial section:

Only the commodities section is personalized in CATI applications. Array structures are
used to personalize the sections. As mentioned earlier, data from the previous year
determine the number of commodities on the respondent’s questionnaire and in the
Blaise application. Arrays are filled in based on the number of commodities. Each
element of the array is a commodity line, and each commodity is a block of several
fields. This makes the CATI applications larger and they consequently require
considerable resources, particularly in terms of memory.
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Here is an example of a commodities section:
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Quick Data Entry

Given the complexity of the array structures and their size, we thought we could create
a small Blaise application (QDE) to quickly enter the data from the paper questionnaire,
then transfer the data to the CATI applications.
In this application, only the corresponding cell number in the CATI application and its
value are entered. This is an excellent tool for data capture. It accelerates the work of
those performing data entry on the computer.
Here is an example of the data entry screen:
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Automated Transfer

To transfer data from the heads down to a CATI application, a Manipula program is
executed through a menu. This transfer allows for a search for each respondent’s
corresponding cell numbers in the CATI application in order to apply the captured
values.
(Show an example of the transfer.)

d

Batch Editing
 
Batch edits are executed at the time of the automated transfer to give each respondent
a status. The status may be final, partial, etc., depending on the manner in which edits
failed. Batch editing reduces follow-up work and prevents other data entry in CATI
applications.
Two essential functions are used for batch editing: CHECKRULES and
DYNAMICROUTING.

The CHECKRULES function is used in a Manipula program to edit a DataModel, i.e., to
scan the fields and assign their respective values without having to physically scan each
form for a given survey on-screen.

When the Manipula program is executing, a second function called DYNAMICROUTING
declares fields EMPTY if they are  “off-route” during execution of the CHECKRULES
function.
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Example of DYNAMICROUTING and CHECKRULES

DYNAMICROUTING:

UPDATEFILE
    UpdateFile2: OutputMeta('Test', BLAISE)
    SETTINGS
         ACCESS = EXCLUSIVE
         ONLOCK = WAIT
         KEY=PRIMARY
         CONNECT = NO
         AUTOCOPY=NO
         DYNAMICROUTING=YES

CHECKRULES:

MANIPULATE
  UpdateFile1.READNEXT
  WHILE NOT(UpdateFile1.EOF) DO

          IF UpdateFile2.SEARCH(UpdateFile1.QID) THEN
                 UpdateFile2.READ
                     UpdateFile2.Flag := 1
                     UpdateFile2.Qtype:= '0014'
                     PROCESS_DATA_FOOD   ---------    Cxxxx:=

Cell_Value …
                     UpdateFile2.CHECKRULES
                     UpdateFile2.Flag := 0
                     UpdateFile2.WRITE
                     {UpdateFile1.DELETE}
                 UpdateFile2.RESET
          ELSE
              DAYFILE('Errors detected: ' + UpdateFile1.QID + ', ' +  ', does not exist

in the database')
          ENDIF
          UpdateFile1.READNEXT
  ENDWHILE
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Change of Industry

Another Manipula program is used when a respondent changes its type of activity (for
example, when a fabric manufacturer becomes a clothing manufacturer).
This business changes its code under the NAICS and thus requires reclassification in
another industry. The change of industry must be indicated in a CATI application in
order to change the NAICS and the transfer flag. The business must therefore be
transferred from the database of its former industry to that of its new industry under the
NAICS.
The Manipula script executes this transfer while respecting all the new changes. It uses
a flag to search for the cases to be transferred, then finds the databases for the new
NAICS.
Since it is a business in a new industry, the respondent is sent a new questionnaire for
that industry. The questionnaire contains the first 10 commodities for each section
associated with this industry. This will allow for personalization of the questionnaire and
will reduce the response burden for the respondent. Extra lines without commodities are
available for the business to make any necessary additions.

Problems

The following problems were encountered during application development:
1) Screen Personalization
Since we are using array structures for personalization, we had to display only those
elements of the array that were filled in. Three problems arose.
- First, Blaise does not allow for the use of dynamic array structures.
- Second, to manipulate the arrays, we had only the loop “FOR” for personalization.

Because the array is static, we could not scan it entirely for the on-screen display.
Moreover, the loop  “FOR” does not allow for an “Exit” when a condition is met. This
is possible with Manipula but not with Blaise as yet.

- Third, the commodity descriptions and codes had to be read from an external
database. We could have automatically stored them in the applications when the
historical data were loaded. But the problem was to display all the fields the client
needed to see on-screen. The major difficulty was that these had to be displayed in
English or in French, according to the language used by the respondent.

To solve these problems, we began by using one field for each personalized section that
would contain the number of commodities recorded the previous year. This field was
assigned a value when the historical data were loaded in the database. Thus, using the
loop “FOR”, the limit to be verified was the number of commodities, which made it
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unnecessary to scan the entire array. At the same time, this allowed us to display only
the required number of commodities. Simulating a dynamic array thus solved the first
two problems.
For the third problem, we also created a flag to find the commodity description and code
in the external database while we scanned the table of commodities. We also put the
external database in read-only mode to accelerate our search.

2) Edits for Commodities
The array structure meant that no cell numbers were associated with the commodities.
This posed a problem for identifying our edits, i.e., which had failed and which had not.
Since these rules were almost the same for all commodities, it occurred to us that we
could create generic rules. To identify these from one commodity to the next, we added
a field that contains the number associated with each cell entered for commodities. This
number is generated only if the cell is entered.
For example, for commodity 10, we entered “20” for the quantity and “1000” for the cost.

The associated numbers will be, for example, “23010” for the quantity and “25030” for
the cost. The edits will thus take these numbers into account in order to distinguish
them from one commodity to the next.

3) The Length of the Arrays
The length of the arrays presented a problem since it slowed down the applications.
Their length varied between 100 and 350 elements from one application to the next. The
elements of these arrays are blocks containing several fields.
For example: ArrayCommodity    : ARRAY[1..350] OF Bcommodity

It took from one to two minutes to go from one cell to the next. When we asked our
clients for the average number of commodities filled in for all applications, the answer
was less than 100. We shortened our arrays, which dramatically improved the
performance of our applications. We also used a special layout to display less than 20
commodity lines. Changeover time from one cell to the next varied between 4 and 6
seconds.
One fact that should be noted here is that static arrays are a substantial problem with
respect to unused memory space. This is particularly so in the case of very large arrays,
as with Statistics Canada’s ASM.
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Conclusion

All ASM functionalities are managed through a menu. Other changes can be made if
Blaise is improved, particularly with respect to arrays, which are currently static and take
up a lot of memory space. If dynamic arrays were used, CATI applications would be
more powerful and would require less memory. This would also reduce access time to
very large databases since we now experience delays when our databases grow larger.
Another solution would be relational databases, which would allow for better
management of large Blaise databases. We hope to be able to achieve all this with new
versions of Blaise.


